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An impressive number of men and women are using bmi calculator because they believe they are able to lose as much as a few
pounds per week using it. Today we will take a look at the full offline mode bmi calculator and also as its name suggests will
reveal your ideal bmi value. BMI Calculator Offline in Hindi By the way if you are looking for the bmi calculator in hindi
meaning in hindi then today you are in the right place. Although the bmi calculator in hindi offline is not officially released yet
we will be sharing a working bmi calculator in hindi offline in just one week. Till then you can visit our site and get many other
working bmi calculator tools. The best thing is we share working bmi calculator tools to help people as much as possible. Before
we start if you do not want to have the bmi calculator in hindi then you can skip the next section and go to the end of this post.
Before we get started we have to discuss the core concept of bmi calculator and if you do not know what bmi is then you can
skip this post and go to the end of this post. What is bmi? As we mentioned earlier bmi is an important concept in dieting and
health related fields. bmi is bmi which is an abbreviation of body mass index. When it comes to bmi the values are divided into
5 different categories. They are underweight, healthy, overweight, morbidly obese and super obese. For every category the
values are either above or below 18.5 or above or below 25 or above or below 30 or above or below 35. When it comes to bmi
this is the key area to see a positive change in your eating habits. How bmi calculator works? As we have mentioned above the
bmi is the abbreviation for body mass index. BMI works on the concept of body fat percentage and a person’s weight as per his
height. In a nutshell if your weight is 20kg and you are 200cm then your bmi value will be 20/200 and if you calculate it and
find your value as 18.5 then it will mean you have lower than 18.5% body fat percentage. bmi is a very simple calculation and
this calculation will help you to lose weight and control your bmi value. In other words it all depends on your weight, height and
bmi. When it comes to the
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